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Sincethe late 1920s, a portionof the research into Indian education in Canada

has included measuring theintelligence of students using standardizedtests.
Consistent results and explanationsof these results have evolved into a debate on
the legitimacy surroundingthe useof these tests among cultural groups for
which they have not been normed. This review focuses on (a) the current debate
on the natureofintelligence, (b) the present controversy onthe useof standardized intelligencetests, (c) the arguments surrounding theintelligence testing
of Canadian Native students, (d) the languagebarrier in standardized intelligencetesting, (e) the role of academic self-concept in Native education, and (f)
the roleof parental attitudes toward education. Thearticle concludes with suggestionsfor the future of Native education.

Current Debate on the Natureof Intelligence

Whatis intelligence? This question was debated by the Greek philosophers Plato
andAristotle in their “writings predating the birth of Christ” (Walsh & Betz, 1990,
p- 147). One modern day theorist, Sternberg (1988), believes “A theoryofintelligence should specify the natureofintelligence in termsof the external world [of
the individual], the internal world [of the individual], and the interrelation be-

tween the two”(p. 69). Berry (1986) writes, “I conceive ofintelligence, as presently
used in psychology, to be a culture-bound, ethnocentric, and excessively narrow
construct” (italics his, p. 35). And Anastasi (1988) simply states, “I regard intelligence essentially as a quality of behavior” (p. 208).
Society has tended to view intelligence in terms of one’s performancein school
(Sternberg, 1988). But as Sternberg would argue, “the intelligent person is not

someone who merely does well on test or in the classroom but one whocan use
his or her mindto fullest advantage in all the various transactions of everyday
life... Intelligence involvesthe ability to adaptto one’s environment”(pp. xiii, 11)-

If there is one point of agreement onthe nature ofintelligence, it would be the

view “that notall cultures view intelligence in the same way or consider the same
behaviors to be intelligent” (Sternberg, 1988, p. 48). Different cultures provide
different environments that would demand different adaptations (Berry, 1986).

Sternberg (1988) defines this adaptation in the following way: “intelligence... is
something thata culture creates to define what is good performancein that culture,
and to account for why some peopleperform better than others on the tasks that
culture happens to value” (p. 46). He adds, “Intelligenceis essentially a cultural
invention to account for the fact that some people are able to succeed in their
environmentbetter than others” (p. 71). And as McShaneand Plas(1984) point out,
“from culture to culture, difference does not need to imply deficit” (p. 87).

But what do wereally know aboutthe concept ofintelligence and cross-cultural implications? Berry (1986) advises: “As psychologists, we should admit that
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we do not know in any absolute or a priori sense what intelligence is in other
cultures, and until we do, we should notuse our constructto describetheir cognitive competencies, nor our tests to measure them”(italics his, p- 36). But Sternberg
(1984b) contends that “there are certain elements of human behavior that are so

mucha part of being humanthat they are extremelylikely to be a partofintelligent
functioning in virtually any human environment”(p. 319). He (1985) later hypothesized:

I believe that there are many aspectsofintelligence that transcend cultural boundaries and
thatare, in fact, universal. Moreover, I am awareof no evidenceto suggestthat either the
hardware(anatomyand physiology) of cognitive functioningorthe potential software
(cognitive processes, strategies, mental representations, and so on)of suchfunctioning
differs from one culture orsociety to the next. To the contrary, any evidence I have seen

suggests that both the hardwareandpotential software of the cognitive system are the
same across the known rangeof sociocultural milieus. What differ, however, are the

weights, or importances, of various aspects of mental hardware andsoftwareas they apply
to defining what constitutesintelligent behavior. (p. 52)

Vernon, Jackson, and Messick (1988) conclude that “It has long been recog-

nized ... that cultural differences between groups mayexert a profound influence
onthe differential developmentof distinct patterns of mental abilities” (p. 208).
Thus, although somebelieve that there are culture-bound aspects to intel-

ligence (i.e., howcertain mental abilities are developed accordingto cultural con-

traints), there is apparently inconclusive evidence to support universal facets of
humanintelligence. Evidence has been documented regarding the existence of
different cultural groupsliving “competentlives in their ownecological contexts”
even thoughthese groups perform differently on perceptual and cognitive tasks
(Berry, 1986, p. 36). Sternberg (1985) observes:
Somecultures are likely to put much more emphasis on developing certain kindsofskills

than do other cultures, which will in turn place their emphasis on developing otherkinds of
skills. As a result, cultures may appear to show mean differences in levels of measured

intelligence—but probably only whenintelligence is measured in termsof the knowledge
and skills required by oneof the two (or more) cultures. This argumentapplies as well to
multiple subcultures withina single culture. Evenif one could finda setoftest items that
measuredjustthoseskills that are commontothe adaptive requirements of membersof the
two cultures, the test would be incomplete because it failed to measure the aspects of

adaptionthatare specific to but nevertheless relevantin eachofthe individual cultures;
moreover, the test would mostlikely be incorrectly scored in a way that assumed that the
weights of the commonelementsin adaptation were the sameacrossthe twocultures. (p.
53)

Thediffering views on the nature of intelligence and on the cross-cultural
versus universals debate should not be seen as a discouragement but rather as
avenues for further research.

Present Controversy on the Use of Standardized Intelligence Tests

In spite of the cited disputations, attempts have been made to measurethis phe-

nomenonwe call intelligence. As is found in definitions of intelligence and its
Probable areas of universality, the debate is not silent on the measuringof this
Construct in and betweendifferent cultures. Hereis a sampling of opinions.

. McDiarmid (1971): “it is now general knowledgethatno test is culture free” (p.
15); Zacharias (1975): “I [would propose] that wenotretreat to catch phraseslike,
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CanadianIndian children’... Cultu
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This point of view is reechoed by Com
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The Language Barrier in Standardized

Intelligence Testing
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